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ThoughtLab’s multiclient studies offer sponsors great value for in-depth research
Each year, ThoughtLab teams up with a multidisciplinary group of executives, economists, technologists, and subject matter experts
on three vital issues for business. Funded by corporate sponsors, we develop robust research programs that provide in-depth
market intelligence to sponsors and compelling thought leadership to their clients. Our thought leadership specialists turn this
analysis into engaging content, including eBooks, social media posts, think pieces, Q&A articles, webinars, videos, case studies,
infographics, data tools, and press releases. This content carries the name of sponsors, who also use it to create their own branded
thought leadership and marketing outreach.
During the program, ThoughtLab works together with marketing executives from sponsors and media partners to develop and
implement high-impact marketing and social media campaigns drawing on the research. These campaigns include group efforts
coordinated by ThoughtLab and singular efforts managed by individual sponsors.
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How we generate professional exposure and sales leads

ThoughtLab
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Our three-pronged marketing approach
Each multi-client study includes a high-impact outreach program that generates wide brand exposure and sales leads
for sponsors. By working together across a coalition of sponsors, research advisors, and media partners, we drive
marketing performance through three intersecting activities.

1

2

3

ThoughtLabdriven outreach

Sponsor-driven
promotion

Communication
from media
partners
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1 ThoughtLab-driven outreach
Working on behalf of the sponsors—and in conjunction with their PR firms and marketing teams—ThoughtLab centrally coordinates the outreach
program for each multi-client study. With past studies, this has generated several thousands of downloads for our eBooks and related thought
leadership materials. Our evidence-based analysis typically receives broad press coverage in top-tier media outlets, such as Bloomberg, The Wall
Street Journal, Forbes, Barron’s, Politico, Axios, and the Financial Times; and trade and regional journals, such as ThinkAdvisor, Smart Cities World,
VentureBeat, Financial Planning, Information Age, CIO Magazine, CityAge, the Economic Times, Datanami, Wealth Mosaic, Smart Energy
International, Risk and Insurance, IndustryWeek, Security Week, Cyber Wire, Dark Reading, Wealth Advisor, and more.

ThoughtLab outreach initiatives
•

Distribute press releases, project updates, and research findings.

•

Target top-tier and trade and regional media outlets.

•

Organize advisory meetings to set and coordinate our outreach
plans.

•

Highlight research insights through social media, blogs, and eblasts.

•

Produce a steady stream of videos, articles, and interviews.

•

Promote eBook and other content through ThoughtLab’s website.

•

Collaborate on webinars/virtual events that showcase sponsors and
our research.
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2

Sponsor-driven promotion

Working through a multi-sponsor thought leadership program provides a multiplier effect thanks to the joint marketing efforts of
the sponsors. Since each sponsor’s name and logo are highlighted on the eBook and other materials, sponsors benefit from each
other’s outreach campaigns. With past studies, this has helped generate hundreds of thousands of website page views, together
with extensive coverage through social media, virtual events, presentations, client engagement, and other go-to-market activities.

Sponsor and advisor outreach initiatives
• Drive wide and targeted media coverage by
drawing on their PR resources.
• Promote research findings through social
media, articles, blogs, and eblasts.
• Organize in-person and virtual events.
• Distribute eBook and other thought
leadership to clients and prospects.
• Collaborate with other sponsors on comarketing initiatives.
• Create their own tailored press releases,
eBooks, presentations, and webinars.
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3 Promotion from media partners
To augment the promotion from ThoughtLab and study sponsors, ThoughtLab partners with PR firms, media
organizations, trade associations, and event planners. By working with them, we enrich our collective marketing
campaign and expand our global reach.
What our media partners do
•

Promote our research plans and insights to thousands of professionals through their digital publishing and outreach channels.

•

Support the production and promotion of multiple virtual events throughout the course of a thought leadership program.

•

Work closely with ThoughtLab and sponsors to help us shape successful marketing and communication campaigns for today’s digital
audience.
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Bringing it all together through a cohesive marketing process

PRE-LAUNCH
❑

Each study has a cross-sponsor
marketing committee for sharing ideas
and coordinating efforts.

❑

ThoughtLab coordinates the marcom
efforts during the program.

❑

ThoughtLab creates content and drip
feeds it out throughout the program.

❑

ThoughtLab organizes webinars and
press releases leading up to the launch
of the study.

❑

Sponsors give input into program
deliverables, marketing materials,
media targets, and outreach plans.

❑

ThoughtLab collates plans, creates final
deliverables and marketing materials.

LAUNCH

POST-LAUNCH

❑

Once the study is completed, ThoughtLab
distributes the final press release, eBook,
and other thought leadership materials to
executives and the media.

❑

Sponsors can use the content to
create their own branded white
papers, eBooks, articles, webinars,
blogs, infographics, or press releases.

❑

ThoughtLab implements social media
campaign, and if applicable, organizes a
topical webinar.

❑

❑

Sponsors circulate multi-sponsor-branded
thought leadership to clients and post them
on their websites and on social media.

We provide analytical support for
sponsor-created content, including
vetting it for accuracy and posting it
on our website.

❑

ThoughtLab experts make themselves
available to participate in webinars
and onsite events as speakers or
moderators.

❑

ThoughtLab is available to conduct
additional research and writing
support at a preferential fee.

❑

❑

Sponsor names appear on all ThoughtLab
deliverables and media messages, providing
wide exposure for all sponsors.
The research is launched at a targeted
external events and web conferences
organized by ThoughtLab and sponsors.
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Thought leadership power pack

ThoughtLab
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How sponsors use ThoughtLab’s content to create more value
Sponsors use our research to generate leads, build brand reputation, create branded content, network with other organizations, and
identify market opportunities. Since the fee for the research program is shared among firms, each sponsor’s thought leadership costs
are low, and its ROI, high.

``
Lead generation

Brand reputation

Market research

Networking

Events

Sponsors can
use our highvalue research
to generate
business.

Our content
reinforces the
sponsor’s
image as a
forward thinker

Our research
helps sponsors
identify market
needs and
opportunities.

Multiple ways
to connect with
potential
clients and
partners.

Digital events
attended by
the sponsor’s
target audience
of executives.
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How we generate leads for each sponsor
Past sponsors report that our multi-sponsor programs have generated many hundreds of valuable sales leads and a high
return on investment from new business. These leads have come from putting ThoughtLab’s analysis behind registration
walls, building client relations through research-rich events, providing access to innovative analytical tools, and networking
with executives through our research programs. The value of our unique multi-sponsor research keeps clients coming back.

PRE-LAUNCH

LAUCH

POST-LAUNCH
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A complete toolkit to create your own branded thought leadership
We provide sponsors with the evidence-based analysis and contacts they need to create their own branded thought leadership.
Tableau databases of survey results
These databases provide the full statistical results of the survey with
filtering tools that enable sponsors to segment analysis by industry,
location, size of organization, and other parameters for identifying
market opportunities and tailoring research to client needs.

Personal interviews and case studies
Our interviews can provide valuable
qualitative insights, executive quotes, and
case study material for sponsor-branded
thought leadership.

Social media tiles, blogs, and infographics
We produce a range of social media, including
message tiles, blogs, and infographics. Sponsors can
tailor these materials to their own thought
leadership programs.

eBooks, executive reports, and articles
Sponsors can repurpose our thought leadership materials to create
their own branded reports and points of view. Sponsors often
include quotes with their own experts.

Access to senior executives
Sponsors have access to executives participating in
the study. We help sponsors find speakers for their
events and provide them with access to executives
on our advisory board.

On-demand videos
As part of our research, we interview executives and
experts on Zoom to gain their insights. These interviews
are recorded and often produced as videos, which
sponsors can use to enrich their own thought leadership.
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Using our market research for decision support

``

ThoughtLab’s multi-sponsor studies generate valuable
market research that enable sponsors to identify key
customer segments, find new market opportunities, target
marketing campaigns, and tailor products and services.
For example, our Wealth and Asset Management 4.0 study
included a survey of 2,325 individual investors revealing how
their investment behaviors and service needs varied by
country, generation, and wealth level. It also included a survey
of 500 service providers showing how they are changing their
wealth management products, services, and business models.
Similarly, ThoughtLab’s Smart City Solutions for a Riskier
World program included data on which emerging technologies
and urban domains cities plan to invest in over the next three
years. And our Driving Cybersecurity Performance study
highlighted the views of chief information security officers on
topics such as cybersecurity insurance and technology
investments.
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Networking opportunities
Top sponsors and advisors from recent multi-sponsor studies

ThoughtLab’s multi-sponsor studies offer
sponsors an opportunity to interact and
network with a wide range of senior
executives that serve on our advisory
committees. These include current and
prospective customers and partners.

Smart Cities
Kris Moon, Lara Arjan

Urban Development Specialists

Asian Development Bank

Borg Tham

Deputy Director

Ministry of Foreign Affairs Singapore

Chris Castro

Director of Sustainability

Orlando

Emily Yates

Smart City Director

Philadelphia

Grace Quintana

City Leader

Bogota

Filipe Araujo

Vice Mayor

Porto

Miquel Rodriquez Planas

Commissioner for 2030 Agenda

Barcelona

Deborah Wheeler

SVP

Delta Airlines

Jason Harrell

Executive Director, Technology Risk

DTCC

Juan Morales

CISO

Realogy Holdings

Ilan Abadi

CISO

Teva Pharmaceuticals

Peter Keenan

CISO

Lazard

Jeff Brown

CISO

Raytheon

Ron Mehring
Wealth and Asset Management

CISO

Texas Health Resources

Andrew D'Anna
Paul Killik
Ernie Cockrell
Brie Williams
Cary Rubinstein
Dean Butler
Yoni Assia

Head of Retail Experience
Senior Executive Officer
Founder and CEO
Vice President
Managing Director
Head of Digital Strategy
Founder and CEO

Charles Schwab
Killik & Co
Cockrell Interests
State Street Global Advisors
MUFG Union Bank
M&G Plc
eToro

Cybersecurity
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Digital events and webinars
For some studies, ThoughtLab organizes events that provide sponsors with additional opportunities for branding, marketing,
and networking. For example, in March 2021, we held the Smart Cities Strategy Summit in partnership with CityAge and a
subset of study sponsors for Smart City Solutions for a Riskier World. This virtual event brought together advisory board
members, media contacts, and city leaders from around the world to unveil our findings. In addition to three major sessions,
we held hands-on breakout sessions in partnership with event sponsors and other program partners.

Smart Cities Strategy Summit
•

March 30, 2021, from 11 AM – 1PM ET
(official launch of study results)

•

Produced in partnership with CityAge

•

240 registered for the event

•

Key sessions recorded

https://youtu.be/xiMXsMD-99U

Registered participants
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Examples of how sponsors leverage our content

ThoughtLab
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High-performing thought leadership campaigns
Some sponsors craft an entire branded thought leadership
program based on our multiclient studies. For example,
Cognizant drew on the research results from Driving ROI
Through AI, to develop its own eBook, infographics, webinars,
and corresponding social media, along with an AI Solutions
microsite. Cognizant reports that the program was very
successful in driving leads for its AI business.
Key highlights
•

Centerpiece of Cognizant’s ongoing AI thought leadership

•

4,728 views of the eBook (As of Dec. 30, 2021)

•

1,000+ views on social media

•

800+ views of blog post

•

Paid targeted ads
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Social media content
In addition to leveraging the social media content that
ThoughtLab produces, sponsors create their own
social media assets--such as tiles, blogs, or tweets-and post them on a variety of platforms, including
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
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Branded white papers, eBooks, and think pieces
Sponsors often develop their own eBooks, white papers and articles from our research, which
can focus on parts of the study relating to their businesses. For example, EY drew on our
analysis from our multi-sponsor study, Wealth and Asset Management 2022, to launch a
study on Women and Wealth. Cowbell Cyber created a white paper on cyber insurance from
our study, Driving Cybersecurity Performance. And Deloitte published a report on futureproofing cities from our multi-sponsor effort, Smart City Solutions for a Riskier World.
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Holding in-person and virtual events
Sponsors have organized a variety of branded
conferences and webinars around our research.
ThoughtLab executives speak at these events and often
help to recruit speakers.
For example, Check Point Software Technologies
produced a series of webinars relating to our study,
Driving Cybersecurity Performance, to highlight research
insights that reinforced their marketing messages.
Drawing on analysis from Smart City Solutions for a
Riskier World, Bentley organized a webinar highlighting
key findings on data-enabled cities and digital twins to its
public-sector clients.
LexisNexis Risk Solutions used insights from our Wealth
and Asset Management 4.0 study to hold a webinar
examining how changes in investor attitudes are driving
digital transformation.
TCC Recordsure also organized a Wealth 4.0 webinar that
discussed 6 industry megatrends revealed by the study.
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Content-rich videos, infographics, and online tools
Many sponsors produce their own videos, tools, and infographics that promote our findings in conjunction with their own
marketing messages. For example, Publicis Sapient, a sponsor of ThoughtLab’s Wealth and Asset Management 4.0, posted
a video and infographic on its website highlighting important results from our surveys of 2325 investors and 500 wealth
firms worldwide. Drawing on Building a Hyperconnected City, Stantec designed an interactive tool that tested users on
their knowledge of smart city resources currently in use.
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Metrics from recent multi-sponsor programs

ThoughtLab
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Smart Cities Solutions for a Riskier World
Audience
e-Blasts and direct email outreach to
key stakeholders

(ThoughtLab Group mailing lists, press release
distribution, and media support)

2,600+

Article views

(From SmartCitiesWorld articles)

Microsite pageviews

10,250+
112,000+

Impressions

(From ThoughtLab and SmartCitiesWorld)

1,216

eBook downloads

(From program microsite and SmartCitiesWorld)

Additional program deliverable downloads
Webinar participants

16,000+

200
(From program microsite)

750+

These figures reflect initial results and do not
include any ongoing sponsor-related activity.
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Wealth and Asset Management 4.0
Audience
e-Blasts and direct email outreach to
key stakeholders

30,000+
(ThoughtLab mailing lists, press release distribution,
and media support)

2,600+

Article views

(From Thoughtlab and outsourced articles)

Microsite pageviews

1,048+

Impressions

2,000+

Program deliverable downloads
Webinar participants

234+
(From program microsite

1,200+

These figures reflect initial results and do not include
any ongoing sponsor-related activity.
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Driving Cybersecurity Performance
Audience
e-Blasts and direct email outreach to
key stakeholders

65,000+
(ThoughtLab mailing lists, press release distribution,
and media support)

3,699+

Article views

(From ThoughtLab and outsourced articles)

Microsite pageviews

4,285+

Impressions

2,000+
400+

eBook downloads

(From program microsite)

Additional program deliverable downloads
Webinar participants

75
(From program microsite)

750+

These figures reflect initial results and do not
include any ongoing sponsor-related activity.
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Driving ROI through AI
Audience
e-Blasts and direct email outreach to
key stakeholders

65,000+
(ThoughtLab mailing lists, press release distribution,
and media support)

3,699+

Article views

(From Thoughtlab and outsourced articles)

Microsite pageviews

4,285+

Impressions

2,000+
400+

eBook downloads

(From program microsite)

Additional program deliverable downloads

75
(From program microsite)

These figures reflect initial results and do not
include any ongoing sponsor-related activity.
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Media coverage for our recent multiclient programs
ThoughtLab works collaboratively with sponsors and media to generate media attention, highlighting key themes from our studies. For
example, for Smart City Solutions For a Riskier World, we pitched the study to over 350 journalists.
Smart City Solutions For a Riskier World media coverage

Driving Cybersecurity Performance media coverage

Wealth and Asset Management 4.0 media coverage

•

North American cities are ’most digitally advanced’, new
report says

•

Large-scale global cyber project aims to answer most
pressing security questions

•

Put Away Your Old Flip Phone And Say Hello to The
New Era Of Wealth Management

•

Global study says ”pandemic underlines need for action
on smart city initiatives

•

SMEs Likely to Invest More on Cyber Insurance: Report

•

•

Pandemic accelerated rise of smart cities

•

Report: SMBs More Likely to Adopt Cyber Insurance Than
Large Organizations

If you quit your firm most clients will follow you to
your new one

•

•

Study reveals how cities are using tech and data to drive
social development goals

•

Experts discuss how business leaders have adapted
security budgets to manage operations

Few Investors Happy with FA Fees, Most Want More
Alts

•

•

The fourth generation of cities

•

•

Pandemic gives rise to Cities 4.0, where smart meets
sustainable

Cyber Security Can Bring Triple Digit Returns. Why Aren’t
More Companies Investing?

7 Common Characteristics of a Wealth Management
Digital Leader

•

Seven reasons why clients are dumping wealth
managers

•

Mumbai makes mark on UN SDG progress: Study

•

Cybersecurity: a smart city imperative

•

COVID-19 Accelerates a wave of Innovation

•

Mumbai categorized as ‘sprinter’ on UN SDG progress

•

Small-to-Medium-Sized Enterprises More Likely to Adopt
Cyber Insurance

•

Plugging the Discrepancy Between Cyber Insurance
Coverage and Actual Risk
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Media partnerships: WSJ Cybersecurity Report Using Insights From ThoughtLab
ThoughtLab provided global data and benchmarking study on
areas such as cybersecurity investments, practices, and
performance results. WSJ took ThoughtLab's data and utilized
it to write its own cybersecurity report.
WSJ promoted the report across the Wall Street Journal Digital
Network digital channels, as well as through an add in the
newspaper.
The data was also featured at the Cybersecurity Executive
Forum in December, presented by WSJ Pro to 290+ C-suite and
top IT executives. The event drew 25+ press mentions plus live
updates and articles on WSJ.com.
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ThoughtLab
ThoughtLab is an innovative thought leadership and economic research firm providing fresh ideas
and evidence-based analysis to help business and government leaders cope with transformative
change. We specialize in analyzing the impact of technological, economic, and demographic shifts
on industries, cities, and companies.
To learn more about ThoughtLab, visit: www.thoughtlabgroup.com

For further information about this study, please
contact:
Lou Celi, Chief Executive Officer
louceli@thoughtlabgroup.com
Anna Szterenfeld, Editorial Director
annaszterenfeld@thoughtlabgroup.com

Laura Garcell, Associate Editor
lauragarcell@thoughtlabgroup.com

